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SUMMARY
A new conservation theory for animal genetic resources, i.e. systematic conservation theory, is 

introduced. It breaks the limitations of traditional random conservation theory and divert all breeds 
conservation to all special characteristics conservation for a species. The conservation scheme may be 
optimally decided by system engineering on a whole species in a local region or the globe in order to 
decrease repetitive useless conservation of all breeds. It may overcome the conflict of urgency for an
imal genetic resources conservation with inability to conserve all breeds in a local region or a 
country, especially in a developing country. A preliminary practicable conservation scheme of 
Chinese indigenous pig breeds is also suggested according to the systematic conservation theory with 
goal programming. However, there are ohly 17 quantitative traits of 47 pig breeds used for decision 
analysis, this scheme may be valuable for further study but not the final complete scheme.

INTRODUCTION
The conservation of animal genetic resources is utmost important for future animal production 

and causes great attention on the world. The great efforts have been done by the Food and Agricul
ture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations and the United Nations Environment Program 
(UNEP) (Henson, 1992; Hodges, 1992). There are two views on livestock conservation, i.e. 
utilizationist's and preservationist's, strongly influencing the conservation practices (Day, 1993), but 
the common goal is to maintain the livestock diversity for future utilization. In China, the research 
on livestock genetic resources was early started, Professor Xu Zhenying in Northeast Agricultural 
College (NEAC) carried out a China national key project 'Research on Genetic Characteristics of 
Chinese Indigenous Pig Breeds', Professor Sheng Zhilian in NEAC took charge of two China na
tional key projects on conservation of animal genetic resources in China and suggested a systematic 
conservation theory. Sheng (1989), Zhang (1991), Chen etc. (1992; 1993), Zhang etc. (1993), Mang 
(1993) reported on this research subject. In this paper, a brief research summary on systematic con
servation theory and its application to Chinese indigenous pig breeds conservation are presented.

SYSTEMATIC CONSERVATION THEORY
There are plentiful livestock genetic resources in China with great valuable for conservation. 

However, although the most Chinese indigenous livestock breeds, such as pig breeds, have some spe
cial characteristics with valuable for conservation, their conservation is not only a long-term need of 
society but also no short-term economic benefits. According to the traditional random conservation 
theory based on Wright's inbreeding theory, all genes in a breed shall be randomly conserved with no 
objectives, so that it shall be maintained the whole genetic equilibrium of the breed with a relatively 
large population and avoided any disturbing factors such as selection, inbreeding, migration, genetic 
draft, etc. For conserving all Chinese indigenous breeds, it must need great investments that are hard
ly supported by the national government. So that there is a serious problem on the conflict between 
necessity of conservation with insufficiency of budget for conservation. For overcoming the knotty 
problem, the systematic conservation theory was suggested by Sheng (1989), its objectives, principles
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and implementation methods were summarized by Chen etc. (1992).
There are some main results have been obtained: 1). it is impossible to instruct practical conser- 

vation for a local region by traditional random conservation theory; 2). the objectives of conserva
tion shall be to conserve special characteristics or diversity possessed by a species but not to maintain 
its all breeds; 3). a breed may be considered not only as a whole but also as a combination of many 
special characteristics or genes regardless favourable or unfavourable, advantage or disadvantage- 4) 
although it is impossible to conserve all genes in a breed, it is yet possible to conserve all special char
acteristics or genes in a species on whole; 5). based on a clear list of all special characteristics, the 
characteristics shall be optimally grouped and distributed to be conserved by some breeds of thespe- 
cies; 6)- a local or the globe conservation scheme shall be considered with system engineering to make 
optimization of selectmg conserved breeds, distributing special characteristics among the conserved 
breeds, combmmg conservation with selection improvement, distributing conservation budget- 7) a 
few special characteristics may be conserved in a breed; 8). it is possible to combine conservation into 
selection improvement with determinate objectives and to carry on conservation in small population, 
the conserved special characteristics can be considered as objective or restrictive traits in selection 
program, it will have more opportunity to be conserved than that under the traditional conservation 
theory; 9). if the systematic conservation theory is accepted, it can greatly induce the repetitive con
servation than individual breeds conservation respectively and economize conservation investments.

The core view of systematic conservation theory is the livestock conservation shall be wholly 
considered and shall be decided by system engineering, so that the special characteristics possessed by 
a species can be maintained as more as possible with relatively small investments for reducing much 
repetitive conservation without individual breeds conservation. If a breed is listed for conservation 
with determined objectives, the maintenance of the breed may not be limited by traditional conserva
tion requirements and may be carried out with selection improvement in small population. Once this 
theory is accepted, the livestock conservation will become activity and practicability.

CONSERVATION DECISION FOR CHINESE INDIGENOUS PIG BREEDS
The key problem for implementing systematic conservation theory is how to make an optimal 

decision to decide which breeds should be conserved and which genetic characteristics should be con
served by some breeds. For illustrating the decision method, we collect some information about 47 
Chinese indigenous pig breeds including 17 quantitative traits related to size, growth, reproduction 
Md meat quality (the data are omitted for brief), and make optimal decision with goal programming 
However, since the following decision results are only concluded from the limited information they 
are merely valuable for explaining the decision methods and setting a base for further study a’com- 
P eje and Practicable conservation scheme will be decided by taking account of other quantitative 
and qualitative traits, genetic relationships among breeds, effective population size, etc.

In order to decide the priority sequence of conservation based on genetic specialities for all 
breeds, supposing M is the number of breeds and N is the number of traits used for decision, x- is 
the priority of j breed and is also the decision variable, bti is the speciality degree of i* trait m V 
breed. The b;j indicates the deviation extent of j* breed from the normal breeds in i* trait, for 
quantitative traits, it is the deviation extent from the average value of all breeds. For eliminating the 
influences of different variance and unit for each trait, the initial data shall be transformed as-

1. ___ bij — min; (bs ) . . .

here b-f is the mean of 1th trait in j111 breed.
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Obviously, the decision objective is to decide the Xj's in order to make the total speciality degree 
be maximum or minimum. So that there are two objectives for each trait, one is to restrict greater 
than 0.75 with those ^ > 0 .5 , the other is to restrict less than 0.25 with those bsj<0.5. Since only the 
relative priority sequence shall be decided, Xj and Y. *j must be limited in order to get resolution, 
here the limitation value is 2 and M respectively. The decision model of goal programming is de
signed as:

r  n m

min Z = I WjJpo +  Wyji/o + X (Wtfpc + W i j ) + X^A+iPN+i
L i-1 j->

M
s.t. X xi "l-rio — Po = M

i-i

X b s Xj + r\n -  pn = 0 .75N ii
i-i

bij 0.5 i - 1 ,  2, .......’ N
M
X b i j X j  + rja — pa = 0 .2 5 N a bij < 0 .5 i = 1, 2, ......... , N

Xj + f/N+i “ pN+j —2 j = l ,  2, ••••", M
here p and r\ are positive and negative deviation variable for each objective restriction, W ij and W g 
are weight factors for p \and r\j in 1th priority. Nit and are the number of bjj>0.5 and b^c 0.5 
for i* trait respectively.

Based on the primary decision model for genetic characteristics, a feasible decision results may 
be got by properly modifying the restriction values, weight factors and priorities through man-com
puter conversation. The multistage algorithm for goal programming is used to solve this model.

The decision results indicate the priority values of 19 pig breeds including Dahuabei pig, 
Diannan Small—ear pig, Dongchuan pig, Fuzhou Black pig, Hongqiao pig, Jiangquhai pig, Jinhua 
pig, Lantang pig, Leping pig, Licha Black pig, Min pig, Nanyang Black pig, Neijiang pig, 
Rongchang pig, Taihu pig, Wuyi Black pig, Xiang pig, Yimeng Black pig and Yujiang pig reach 2.0, 
i.e. the limitation value, and that of Zang pig reaches 1.54, those of the other pigs are lower than 
1.12. For Zang pig, although it has the lower values in most traits, its priority is yet relatively lower 
than 2.0 for it has the highest lean percentage than the other pigs. The 20 pig breeds which are listed 
in conservation scheme have included more than 91% special characteristics, i.e. the b /s are equal to 
1 or 0. Most of the listed breeds have one or a few special characteristics to be conserved which are 
not diverse from their improvement utilization. Obviously the decision results have shown the goal 
programming has great valuable for systematic conservation decision.

DISCUSSION
Practicability of Systematic Conservation Theory

The systematic conservation theory is different from the present two views on livestock conser
vation, i.e. utilization and preservation (Day, 1993). The key reformed idea is to change the conserva
tion objects from respective breeds to the all breeds of a species in a local region or a country or the 
global. It takes account of all special characteristics in a species and may reduce many repetitive con
servation so as to save great investments. This research indicates that only 20 pig breeds to be con
served can maintain above 91% special characteristics which are possessed by all Chinese indigenous 
pig breeds on the considered traits. It shows the systematic conservation theory has much valuable to 
get a practicable scheme for national livestock conservation.
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Decision with Goal Programming for Systematic Conservation Theory
The livestock conservation is a long-term and hard work, it is urgent to study how to 

economically conserve the plentiful genetic resources in China and the global. According to the sys
tematic conservation theory, the all special characteristics in a species shall be optimally distributed 
among some breeds or populations, one or a few special characteristics in accord with breed im
provement as possible shall be conserved in the breed, and the conservation may be combined into 
selection improving so as to conserve more special characteristics with less investments. However, 
there are many complicated factors affecting conservation and different objectives, normal linear 
programming can hardly get proper decision results, but the goal programming used in this study 
showed great feasibility and encouraging application perspective though the data have much limita
tion.
Conservation Scheme o f Chinese Indigenous Pig Breeds

Although the decision results in this study are only primary, it yet shows a feasible method for 
conservation decision, and a clear list of breeds to be conserved with the distribution of special char
acteristics has been obtained. However, it is incomplete to draw a scheme only from considering the 
special characteristics, it shall be taken account of some special qualitative characteristics, effective 
population size, present status of the pig breeds, etc. Moreover, the priority sequence of the listed pig 
breeds has not be determined and some of the breeds have not shown any utmost special characteris
tics, it is necessary to collect much information and to modify the decision models for further study. 
Developing Decision Support System for Conservation

Through this study it is made clear that the conservation decision of livestock genetic resources 
can not be got only by the experience of conservation specialists and deciders or the quantification 
and computerization, it needs to combine the two sides of consideration. Firstly, a clear under
standing of the pig genetic resources in China shall be obtained, an information management system 
for conservation needs to be set up, a decision model system also needs to be developed, finally a de
cision support system (DSS) will be designed to provide updated and scientific conservation strate
gies for pig genetic resources conservation. A complete conservation scheme will be obtained through 
collecting data — developing models -* deciding scheme -  judging by experts — modifying models 
-*■ rePetitively deciding scheme, it is believed to be an possible way to accomplish the task of con
serving the plentiful pig genetic resources in China.
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